
 
 

 

 
 

 H1: After playing for one hour, video 
game type will have a main effect on 
navigational ability.  

 
 

 
 

Introduction Results Method 

Cognitive training  
An increase in the amount of research that has 

looked into increasing cognitive abilities. 
Research has looked at older and younger 

populations to try and help them get better. 

Video Game Play and Cognitive Training   
 The field of psychology has recently been 

studying the effects of video games can have 

on the brain and behavior (Spence & Feng 

2010). 

 Different types of games can have different 

effects.  

 After training for ten hours on Medal of Honor: 

Pacific Assault, a FPS, reduced the sex 

difference in mental rotation and spatial 

attention (Feng, Spence, and Pratt, 2007). 

 This research demonstrated that perceptual 

enhancements can occur. Could these 

perceptual skills lead to real world changes in 

cognitive abilities?  

 Verdine (2012) in his dissertation had found 

that playing either a first person adventure 

game called Elder Scrolls : Oblivion or Portal a 

first person puzzle game had no effect on 

navigational ability. 

 Could video game play enhance navigational 

abilities in the real world?  

 

One-Way MANOVA 
Three Types of video games 
Within dependent Real World Spatial 

Memory Test two different estimations  
Total estimation of distance and 

direction 
Omnibus test F(4,60) = 2.38, p = .062, 

partial η2 = .14.  

Participants  

 Students form general psychology 34 

 Age: M = 19.51, SD = 1.70 

 Gender: Female: 28 and Male: 12 

 Play Games = 23 Dose not = 18 

 Hours a week: M = 3.44, SD = 6.88 

 

Materials  

 Video games  

 Counter Strike Portable (Mobile 

FPS) 

 Weapon (Stationary FPS) 

 SocioTown (Mobile Third person) 

 

Real World Spatial Memory Test  

 Developed by Hegarty, Montello, 

Richardson, Ishikawa & Lovelace (2006)  

 Nine reference points were selected in 

Rarick Hall at FHSU. 

 A tour was given, then asked what 

direction and the amount of distance 

each land mark was from one another.  

 18 different directions and distances. 

 Demographics and Santa Barbara Sense 

of Direction Scale 
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Hypothesis  

Contact Information  

Adam J. Armijo: ajarmijo2@mail.fhsu.edu   

W. Trey Hill: wthill@mail.fhsu.edu  

  
No support for hypothesis one: a difference 

between video game type and navigational 
ability. 

One hour may have not been enough 
time to train the skills needed  

To many video game players not 
enough non-players. 

Supports that video game play of one hour 
may transfer to real world navigation tasks 

Previous research has found that 
improvements are only in specific 
tasks (Oei, & Patterson, 2013).  

After one hour of video game play abilities 
related to real world navigation they did not 
differed based on game type (figure 1 and 2) 

Further research should determine if these 
increases in particular test do have real world 
increase in abilities.    

Discussion 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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